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1: The Civil War (TV Mini-Series ) - IMDb
The Civil War, also known as "The War Between the States," was fought between the United States of America and the
Confederate States of America, a collection of eleven southern states that left the Union in and and formed their own
country in order to protect the institution of slavery.

The American Civil War, â€”, resulted from long-standing sectional differences and questions not fully
resolved when the United States Constitution was ratified in , primarily the issue of slavery and states rights.
Over the course of the Civil War weapons ranged from obsolete flintlocks to state-of-the-art repeaters. During
the Civil War, women took on new roles, including running farms and plantations and spying; some disguised
themselves as men and fought in battle. In the decades following the conflict, those who did not wish to upset
adherents of either side simply called it The Late Unpleasantness. It is also known as Mr. An estimated total of
,,, were killed in action or died of disease. More than twice that number were wounded but survived at least
long enough to muster out. Casualties of the Civil War cannot be calculated exactly, due to missing records
especially on the Southern side and the inability to determine exactly how many combatants died from
wounds, drug addiction, or other war-related causes after leaving the service. An untold number of civilians
also perished, primarily from disease as entire towns became hospitals. Other actions include the Battle of
Memphis , Charleston Harbor , and Mobile Bay , and the naval sieges of Vicksburg in and again in
Throughout the war, the Union had a decided advantage in both numbers and quality of naval vessels. On
April 12 the Confederates opened fire with cannon. On April 15, Lincoln called for 75, volunteers to put down
the Southern rebellion, a move that prompted Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas and North Carolina to reverse
themselves and vote in favor of secession. Most of the western section of Virginia rejected the secession vote
and broke away, ultimately forming a new, Union-loyal state, West Virginia. Many graduates of the U.
Neither side expected a war of long duration. Volunteers were asked to serve for 90 days. Southerners thought
Northerners too weak and cowardly to fight. Northerners thought a dependence upon slave labor had rendered
Southerners too weak both physically and morally to present a serious battlefield threat. Both sides were due
for a rude awakening. To prevent a Northern victory, the South would have to defend that same large area, but
with a smaller population and less industry than the North could ultimately bring to bear. A short war would
favor the South, a long one the North. The Western Theater began west of the Alleghenies West Virginia
excepted and continued to the Mississippi River, but it also included the interior of the Carolinas, Georgia, and
Florida. Events farther west are considered to have occurred in the Trans-Mississippi Theater and the Far
West. Lasting less than half an hour, the affair would barely qualify as a skirmish later in the war, but the
Union victory there and subsequent ones in the region elevated the reputation of Major General George B.
McClellan, commander of the Department of the Ohio. The first real battle took place July 21, , on the hills
around Bull Run creek outside Manassas, Virginia, a railroad junction some 30 miles south of the Northern
capital at Washington City Washington, D. During the war, the North named battles for the nearest body of
water, and the South used the name of the nearest town. The Union army made progress early in the battle, but
Confederate reinforcements arrived late in the day from the Shenandoah Valley and routed the Federals. The
unfortunate Union commander, Irvin McDowell, was made the scapegoat and was replaced with an officer
who had some victories to his credit: On September 10 a Union victory at Carnifax Ferry in the Big Kanawha
Valley of West Virginia virtually ended Confederate control in most of the western counties, although there
would be raids and guerrilla warfare there. A successful naval invasion of North Carolina took place in
August. The Western Theater saw only minor skirmishing. Kentucky was attempting to remain neutral and
had vowed to take sides against whichever side first moved troops into it. That was the Confederacy, which
felt compelled to establish Mississippi River forts and establish camps within the state to repel any attempted
Union move south. The Union commander, Nathaniel Lyon, was killed, the first Federal general to die in
action during the war. Bee at First Manassas. The year saw the first clash between ironclad warships, in the
Battle of Hampton Roads. Lincoln announced his Emancipation Proclamation. The South found two heroes:
Lee, who took command of the main Confederate army. Lincoln would be hard-pressed to find a commander
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Lee could not out-general. Farther south along the Atlantic Coast, Federals captured territory in North and
South Carolina and Georgia, but lost a chance to shorten the war when they were turned back at the Battle of
Secessionville, South Carolina. In the Western Theater, Union forces made deep penetrations into Dixie,
beginning the year along the Ohio River and finishing it in control of Middle and West Tennessee, with
outposts in Mississippi. Even New Orleans was under the Stars and Stripes again. Beyond the Mississippi,
initial Confederate successes in New Mexico territory were nullified by a defeat at Glorietta Pass. Texans
lynched 50 Unionists in what became known as the Great Hanging at Gainesville and attacked German
immigrants trying to leave the state, executing nine of the wounded after the Battle of the Nueces. Three
hundred Sioux were sentenced to hang, but Lincoln cut that number to 38â€”still the largest mass execution in
U. September saw simultaneous Confederate invasions into Maryland and Kentucky in September. Neither,
however, was long lived. The year endedâ€”and the new year would beginâ€”with another bloodbath, on the
banks of Stones River outside Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Overall, the scales were still nearly balanced between
the two sides in their struggle to restore the Union or to establish a Southern Confederacy. Lee then suffered a
major defeat at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, in early July. The two antagonists met again in November in a
confused, inconclusive affair known as the Mine Run Campaign. In response, Lee divided his force, leaving
part of it to guard the river at Fredericksburg. On April 30, Hooker and Lee collided near a mansion called
Chancellorsville in a densely thicketed area of woods known as The Wilderness. He died May Lee, learning
the Federals had captured Fredericksburg, divided his force again and defeated them at Salem Church. Hooker
gave up the campaign and withdrew on the night of May 5â€”6. Read more about the Battle of
Chancellorsville. Grant on July 4 after a day siege. Grant was placed in command of all Western armies, a
prelude to an even greater promotion that would come the following spring. Two massacres marked Connor
attacked the camp of Chief Bear Hunter on January Quantrill sacked and burned Lawrence, Kansas, a center
for pro-Union, anti-slavery Jayhawkers and Redlegs, killing â€” men and boys. His men encountered the
Army of the Potomac, now under George Gordon Meade, at a crossroads town in southeastern Pennsylvania
on July 1. Capturing the town but failing to take the high ground around it, Lee assailed the Union flanks the
next day. On July 3, Lee made perhaps his greatest mistake of the war, ordering a frontal attack across open
ground against the Union center on Cemetery Ridge. Read more about the Battle Of Gettysburg. The year also
saw an event unique in American history. Counties of western Virginia had refused to leave the Union when
the state seceded in At the end of , both sides still had significant forces, and the Confederates enjoyed good
defensive terrain in Virginia and North Georgia. If they could inflict enough losses on their Northern
opponents, they might win at the ballot box what they could not on the field of battle: Lincoln was vulnerable
and in the elections might be replaced by a Democrat who would make peace with the Confederacy. Grant,
who was put in charge of all Union armies in March Three days later, it collided with Robert E. There was no
such clear-cut outcome this time. Lee anticipated the move, and the two armies tore at each other again for two
weeks in May around Spotsylvania Courthouse. The siege of Richmond and Petersburg had begun. A tardy
advance by a large number of Union soldiers into the foot-deep crater it created allowed the Southerners time
to recover. They poured fired into the densely packed Federals; eventually, the fighting was hand-to-hand.
Angered by the blast and the presence of black troops, the Confederates gave no quarter and the Battle of the
Crater resulted in 4, Union casualties for no gain. After a victory at Lynchburg in June, Jubal A. A desperate
delaying action on July 9 at Monocacy, Maryland, by an outnumbered force under Lew Wallaceâ€”the future
author of Ben Hurâ€”bought the capital time to prepare. Lincoln came out to watch the fighting. When Grant
went east his friend and subordinate, William Tecumseh Sherman , took command of the armies of the
Tennessee and the Cumberland at Chattanooga. While Grant bludgeoned and sidestepped his way toward
Richmond, Sherman was slugging through the mountains of North Georgia. There, Confederate general
Joseph Johnston made superb use of terrain to slow the Federal advance. But gradually, his armies closed in
on the rail center of Atlanta. The capture of Atlanta was one of the most crucial events of the war. The
Democrats had nominated George B. McClellan, the former commander of the Army of the Potomac, as their
candidate. The party made many missteps during the campaign, and for the first time ever, the North allowed
soldiers to vote in the field. He reached Savannah by Christmas, leaving a mile wide swath of ashes, wrecked
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railroads and utter destruction behind him. Sherman detached George Thomas and the Army of the
Cumberland to deal with him. At the town of Franklin, Hood ordered frontal assaults that after five hours of
intense fighting, left his army in tatters; five generals were dead. After an ice storm melted, Thomas came out
of his works and finished the job of shattering the Confederate army. Its remnants withdrew to Tupelo,
Mississippi. Stories that his men massacred Union soldiers, particularly members of the United States Colored
Troops captured at Fort Pillow , a poorly designed Mississippi River fort north of Memphis, gained instant
credence in the North, but two official inquiries were unable to reach a conclusion about what had actually
happened.
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The Civil War in the United States began in , after decades of simmering tensions between northern and southern states
over slavery, states' rights and westward expansion.

In modern times the term States Rights has also come to symbolize the opposition of some states to federal
mandated laws against racial segregation and discrimination. The demands of the Revolutionary War forced
the states to recognize a need for a central government. The Continental Congress established Articles of
Confederation, an agreement that created a weak central government. In the years following the Revolutionary
War, individual states created their own laws, attempted to make foreign treaties on their own, etc. Europe saw
the young United States as weak. The United States Constitution, which the country has operated under since ,
strengthened the central government in many ways, including taxation, the ability to call up state militias for
national service, etc. It also established certain individual rights throughout the nation, including freedoms of
speech, assembly, religion, etc. Slavery and Tariffs Disputes arose at times. During the War of New England
states met to discuss seceding from the Union because the war was interfering with their trade with Britain. In
national tariffs that benefited Northern manufacturers while hurting the economy of Southern states led to the
Nullification Crisis, in which South Carolina declared the tariffs null and void. The state threatened to leave
the Union, but a compromise was reached that temporarily defused the crisis. Northern abolitionists began
vehemently assailing the institution and the states that continued to practice it, nearly all of them below the
Mason-Dixon Line. Slavery originally existed in all states, and the writers of the Constitution avoided
addressing the matter of perpetuating or ending slavery in order to obtain ratification from all states. When
victory in the Mexican War resulted in the US expanding its territory all the way to the Pacific Ocean, the
question of whether or not to permit slavery in the new territories. The debate over slavery intensified, creating
a widening gap between slaveholding and nonslaveholding states. Virginia sued to reclaim certain of its
western counties that had become part of the breakaway state of West Virginia during the war but was
rebuffed by the Supreme Court, and Reconstruction raised many federal vs. In the Gitlow vs. New York
decision, the Court held that the Bill of Rights applies to the states as well as to the federal government, in
keeping with the 14th Amendment. Wright as his vice-president. The Affordable Care Act, widely known as
Obamacare, has generated intense debates over the ability of the federal government to force states to adopt a
nationwide healthcare law. Calhoun -- genius pragmatist, and racist.
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Start studying Unit 1: New Nation through the Civil War. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and
other study tools.

The History Learning Site, 22 May These groups included monarchists, militarists, and, for a short time,
foreign nations. Collectively, they were known as the Whites while the Bolsheviks were known as the Reds.
The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk had shown to many how weak the Bolsheviks actually were. Lenin had called for
peace at any price and the Germans had exacted very severe terms â€” something that was held against them at
Versailles in At the end of , the Bolsheviks only effectively controlled Petrograd, Moscow and the territory
between both cities. With the fall of Nicholas II , many parts of the Russian empire took the opportunity to
declare their independence. Finland did so in March â€” and collapsed into a civil war itself. The Whites, led
by Mannerheim, were helped by the Germans â€” Luderndorff even contemplated putting a German prince in
power in Finland once the Whites had won. With German help, the Finnish Whites pushed back the
Finnish-Russo border and Petrograd was almost within artillery range. Within Russia itself, those who
opposed the Bolsheviks looked to the western powers for help. For their own benefit, the western powers
wanted to re-establish an Eastern Front so that the German Army would be split once again, thus relieving the
problems being experienced on the Western Front. In the south of Russia, the resistance to the Bolsheviks was
led by Kornilov. He based himself in Rostov to start with. Many former officers, who had survived the war,
went to join him. Socialist Revolutionaries , who had been members of the dispersed Constituent Assembly,
grouped in the Lower Volga under the leadership of Chernov. A Socialist Revolutionary group had established
an autonomous regime just east of Omsk which claimed to govern the whole of Siberia. They also seized the
vital eastern city of Vladivostok. The monarchist, Colonel Semenov, also established his own autonomous
government in Trans-Baikalia where he ruled like a war lord. Semenov was also to cause the Bolsheviks many
problems. Knwon as the Czech Legion, they fought the Germans as a separate unit under the leadership of
Masaryk until Brest-Litovsk ended that fighting. Trotsky gave them his agreement that they had his
permission to travel through Russia to the Western Front so that they could continue their campaign against
the Germans. The one proviso was that the Czechs had to leave their weapons behind. As soon as the first
units of the Czechs surrendered their weapons, the Red Guards shot them. This was to prove a costly error as it
was obvious that the other men could not trust what Trotsky had promised. The Czech Legion was made up of
seasoned soldiers with plenty of fighting experience. The Czechs were to prove a serious problem to Trotsky
â€” as the Communist military commander in the civil war. His task of defeating the Whites was made a great
deal more difficult by the Czechs â€” if he had kept his word and let them move freely out of Russia, this
problem would not have occurred. The Politburo blamed this solely on Trotsky â€” and the man who led the
critics was Joseph Stalin. The success of the Czech Legion may well have sealed the fate of the royal family.
They had been sent by Kerensky to Tobolsk in Siberia where they were under house arrest. As the Czechs had
the power to threaten Tobolsk, they were brought back to Ekateringburg. However, in the early stages of the
civil war, the Whites threatened this city. While the royal family was alive, they could inspire the Whites.
Therefore, Lenin ordered their execution. This was carried out on July 16th, He had established relations with
the Allies in an attempt to establish a united Eastern Front. In September , an organisation called the Directory
was established in Ufa. This was a combination of various groups whose sole aim was to defeat the
Communists. It was made up of groups that also had few things in common with one another. On November
18th, , the Socialist Revolutionaries were pushed out of the Ufa Directorate by former tsarist officers who
placed Kolchak at their head. Kolchak persuaded the Czechs that the gold could be well used for the common
cause â€” the removal of the Bolsheviks. In early , Kolchak and the forces he had grouped around him, went
on the offensive. They took the city of Perm and advanced to the Volga. Kolchak could have marched on
Moscow from the Volga but for some reason he did not. The British were advancing from Archangel in the
north. A two-pronged attack against the Bolsheviks may well have been successful â€” but it never
materialised. The British were to shortly pull out of Russia â€” and the Whites probably lost their best
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opportunity to defeat the Bolsheviks. Why did the Reds win the civil war in Russia against all the odds? Much
credit must go to Trotsky who, despite the criticism aimed at him over the Czech Legion issue, was a brilliant
War Commissar. Untrained in military matters, Trotsky seemed to be a natural leader of men. His beliefs were
simple. If a Red commander was successful in combat, they were promoted. If a commander failed and
survived, he paid the price. Trotsky was willing to use ex-tsarist officers as he knew that they had the military
experience the Red Army lacked. Trotsky also knew that the first time the Red Army lost a major battle, it
would spell the end of the revolution and all that the Bolsheviks had fought for. He visited the Red Army at
the front in his legendary armoured train to instill into them this very simple fact. Men flocked to join the Red
Army â€” not necessarily because they believed in what the Reds stood for but because Lenin had ordered that
supplies of food went first to soldiers â€” what was left went to those who lived in the cities. Lenin also
imposed an iron grip on territory under the control of the Bolsheviks. The party had a secret police unit called
the Cheka, which was to change its title to the NKVD which was ruthless in hunting out possible opponents to
Lenin. Its power was massively extended after August 30th, On this day the Socialist Revolutionary Kaplin
shot and wounded Lenin. Trotsky was also not fighting a cohesive unit. The Whites were made up of many
groups â€” groups that hated each other as much as they hated the Reds. With no cohesiveness to them, the
Whites were on the whole a hopelessly uncoordinated group that fell out with each other. Though on a map of
Russia, it looked as if the Reds were being attacked from all sides, such attacks were disunited and dislocated.
The fact that so many groups existed, meant that no one person could be appointed to act as their sole
commander. With no unified leadership, the Whites were much weakened. The Whites also had an appalling
reputation regarding their treatment of the indigenous people of any area they controlled. As much of this land
was agricultural , these people would have been peasants â€” the people Lenin had promised land to. The
re-establishment of the old order would have maintained a lifestyle none of the peasants would have wanted.
In this sense, the peasants, though in White territory, were the natural supporters of the Bolsheviks. The
Whites also suffered a massive blow to their campaign when the Allies withdrew from Russia after November
11th With the end of World War One , the Allies were much cooler in their dealings with the White leaders.
Reports reached London that the Whites had committed many atrocities on innocent civilians â€” and the
government could not afford to be associated with such things. The Red Army drove Kolchak and his rapidly
disintegrating forces back to Siberia where he surrendered to the Communists. He died in their custody. White
forces in the south of Russia were evacuated from the Crimea from November on. After success against forces
in Russia itself, Trotsky then faced a challenge from Poland. Granted her independence in , Poland invaded the
Ukraine in As a result of this treaty, about 10 million Ukranians and White Russians were put under Polish
rule. Within Russia, the Communist government under Lenin was now secure.
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Through the Civil War: Through the Civil War v. 1 by Frederick Whittaker, Gregory J. W. Urwin (Introduction by) starting
at. Through the Civil War: Through the Civil War v. 1 has 0 available edition to buy at Alibris.

Overview Union flag In the presidential election , Republicans , led by Abraham Lincoln , supported banning
slavery in all the U. The Southern states viewed this as a violation of their constitutional rights and as the first
step in a grander Republican plan to eventually abolish slavery. The Republican Party, dominant in the North,
secured a plurality of the popular votes and a majority of the electoral votes nationally, thus Lincoln was
constitutionally elected president. He was the first Republican Party candidate to win the presidency.
However, before his inauguration , seven slave states with cotton -based economies declared secession and
formed the Confederacy. The first six to declare secession had the highest proportions of slaves in their
populations, with a total of 49 percent. Confederate Army flag Eight remaining slave states continued to reject
calls for secession. Outgoing Democratic President James Buchanan and the incoming Republicans rejected
secession as illegal. Speaking directly to the "Southern States", he attempted to calm their fears of any threats
to slavery, reaffirming, "I have no purpose, directly or indirectly to interfere with the institution of slavery in
the United States where it exists. I believe I have no lawful right to do so, and I have no inclination to do so.
The Confederates assumed that European countries were so dependent on " King Cotton " that they would
intervene, but none did, and none recognized the new Confederate States of America. Hostilities began on
April 12, , when Confederate forces fired upon Fort Sumter. While in the Western Theater the Union made
significant permanent gains, in the Eastern Theater , the battle was inconclusive from â€” Later, in , Lincoln
issued the Emancipation Proclamation , which made ending slavery a war goal. In , Robert E. Western
successes led to Ulysses S. Inflicting an ever-tightening naval blockade of Confederate ports, the Union
marshaled the resources and manpower to attack the Confederacy from all directions, leading to the fall of
Atlanta to William T. Sherman and his march to the sea. The last significant battles raged around the Siege of
Petersburg. While the military war was coming to an end, the political reintegration of the nation was to take
another 12 years, known as the Reconstruction Era. Confederate flag, the "Stars and Bars". The American
Civil War was one of the earliest true industrial wars. Railroads, the telegraph , steamships and iron-clad
ships, and mass-produced weapons were employed extensively. The mobilization of civilian factories, mines,
shipyards, banks, transportation and food supplies all foreshadowed the impact of industrialization in World
War I , World War II and subsequent conflicts. It remains the deadliest war in American history. From to , it is
estimated that , to , soldiers died, [21] along with an undetermined number of civilians. Bradford wrote that
the issue has been further complicated by historical revisionists , who have tried to offer a variety of reasons
for the war. The Republican Party was determined to prevent any spread of slavery, and many Southern
leaders had threatened secession if the Republican candidate, Lincoln , won the election. After Lincoln won,
many Southern leaders felt that disunion was their only option, fearing that the loss of representation would
hamper their ability to promote pro-slavery acts and policies. The strategy of the anti-slavery forces was
containmentâ€”to stop the expansion and thus put slavery on a path to gradual extinction. Historian Thomas
Fleming points to the historical phrase "a disease in the public mind" used by critics of this idea, and proposes
it contributed to the segregation in the Jim Crow era following emancipation. Slavery was illegal in much of
the North, having been outlawed in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. It was also fading in the border
states and in Southern cities, but it was expanding in the highly profitable cotton districts of the rural South
and Southwest. Subsequent writers on the American Civil War looked to several factors explaining the
geographic divide. Slave and free states Between and , the United States achieved a vast expansion of territory
through purchase, negotiation, and conquest. At first, the new states carved out of these territories entering the
union were apportioned equally between slave and free states. It was over territories west of the Mississippi
that the proslavery and antislavery forces collided. The Compromise of over California balanced a free-soil
state with stronger fugitive slave laws for a political settlement after four years of strife in the s. But the states
admitted following California were all free: Minnesota , Oregon and Kansas In the southern states the
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question of the territorial expansion of slavery westward again became explosive. Crittenden, of the Crittenden
Compromise By , four doctrines had emerged to answer the question of federal control in the territories, and
they all claimed they were sanctioned by the Constitution, implicitly or explicitly. The Crittenden
Compromise of was an expression of this view. The Wilmot Proviso announced this position in Douglas
proclaimed the doctrine of territorial or "popular" sovereigntyâ€”which asserted that the settlers in a territory
had the same rights as states in the Union to establish or disestablish slavery as a purely local matter.
Krannawitter points out, the "Southern demand for federal slave protection represented a demand for an
unprecedented expansion of federal power. Constitution prior to the presidential election. Northerners
including President Buchanan rejected that notion as opposed to the will of the Founding Fathers who said
they were setting up a perpetual union. While one or more of these interpretations remain popular among the
Sons of Confederate Veterans and other Southern heritage groups, few professional historians now subscribe
to them. Sectionalism increased steadily between and as the North, which phased slavery out of existence,
industrialized, urbanized, and built prosperous farms, while the deep South concentrated on plantation
agriculture based on slave labor, together with subsistence farming for poor freedmen. Most historians now
disagree with the economic determinism of historian Charles A. Beard in the s and emphasize that Northern
and Southern economies were largely complementary. While socially different, the sections economically
benefited each other. Northern manufacturing interests supported tariffs and protectionism while southern
planters demanded free trade, [65] The Democrats in Congress, controlled by Southerners, wrote the tariff
laws in the s, s, and s, and kept reducing rates so that the rates were the lowest since The Republicans called
for an increase in tariffs in the election. The increases were only enacted in after Southerners resigned their
seats in Congress. However, neo-Confederate writers have claimed it as a Southern grievance. In â€”61 none
of the groups that proposed compromises to head off secession raised the tariff issue. While practically all
Northerners supported the Union, Southerners were split between those loyal to the entire United States called
"unionists" and those loyal primarily to the southern region and then the Confederacy. Vann Woodward said
of the latter group, A great slave society It had renounced its bourgeois origins and elaborated and painfully
rationalized its institutional, legal, metaphysical, and religious defenses When the crisis came it chose to fight.
It proved to be the death struggle of a society, which went down in ruins. The Republican national electoral
platform of warned that Republicans regarded disunion as treason and would not tolerate it: Southerners did
not realize how ardently the North would fight to hold the Union together. United States presidential election,
Abraham Lincoln in The election of Abraham Lincoln in November was the final trigger for secession.
Southern leaders feared that Lincoln would stop the expansion of slavery and put it on a course toward
extinction. The slave states, which had already become a minority in the House of Representatives, were now
facing a future as a perpetual minority in the Senate and Electoral College against an increasingly powerful
North. Before Lincoln took office in March , seven slave states had declared their secession and joined to form
the Confederacy. Prior to the war, South Carolina did more than any other Southern state to advance the
notion that a state had the right to nullify federal laws, and even to secede from the United States. The first
published imprint of secession, a broadside issued by the Charleston Mercury , December 20, Among the
ordinances of secession passed by the individual states, those of threeâ€”Texas, Alabama, and
Virginiaâ€”specifically mentioned the plight of the "slaveholding states" at the hands of northern abolitionists.
The rest make no mention of the slavery issue, and are often brief announcements of the dissolution of ties by
the legislatures. The southern states believed slaveholding was a constitutional right because of the Fugitive
slave clause of the Constitution. These states agreed to form a new federal government, the Confederate States
of America , on February 4, Buchanan said that the Dred Scott decision was proof that the South had no
reason for secession, and that the Union "was intended to be perpetual", but that "The power by force of arms
to compel a State to remain in the Union" was not among the "enumerated powers granted to Congress".
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This is Part II of the our unit on the Civil War covering operations in the West through the Battle of Shiloh.

Colonial period, â€”[ edit ] A Dutch ship brings about twenty black Africans to the Colony of Virginia as
indentured servants. From this beginning, slavery will be introduced to the future United States. In , the state
of Rhode Island prohibited the slave trade. White indentured servants working for five years before their
release are three times as numerous and provide much of the hard labor. They persuade the Virginia General
Assembly to discuss a prohibition of slavery or a ban on importing slaves. In response, the assembly raises the
tariff on slaves to five pounds, which about equals the full price of an indenture, so as not to make importation
of slaves as initially attractive or preferable to a mere indenture for a term of years. It is the first state to ban
the slave trade, and all other states eventually followed. In the ordinance, Congress prohibits slavery and
involuntary servitude in the territory and requires the return of fugitive slaves found in the territory to their
owners. The law no longer applies as soon as the territories become states. Anti-slavery Northerners cite the
ordinance many times over the years as precedent for the limitation, if not the abolition, of slavery in the
United States. Despite the terms of the ordinance, Southern-born settlers will try and fail to pass laws to allow
slavery in Indiana and Illinois. Representation in the House and Electoral College is increased by counting
each slave as three-fifths of a person Article I, Section 2 , the passage of any law that would prohibit the
importation of slaves is forbidden for 20 years Article I, Section 9 and the return of slaves who escape to free
states is required Article IV, Section 2. Congress re-adopts the Northwest Ordinance under the Constitution.
He will perform the largest manumission of slaves in U. The demand for slave labor increases with the
increase in profitable cotton production. In the second Kentucky resolution of November , the Kentucky
legislature says the remedy for an unconstitutional act is "nullification". His will frees the slaves that he owns
outright upon the death of his wife, Martha. They are freed by Martha in , about 18 months before her death.
He planned to take the Richmond, Virginia armory, then take control of the city, which would lead to freedom
for himself and other slaves in the area. The plot is discovered before it is activated; Gabriel, along with 26 to
40 others, is executed. Slavery already exists and efforts to restrict it fail; the new lands permit a great
expansion of slave plantations. Three hundred Blacks live there and the legislature tries to keep others out. All
states north of the " Masonâ€”Dixon line " the boundary between Maryland and Pennsylvania have now
abolished or provided for the gradual abolition of slavery within their boundaries. An armed posse of white
men quickly gathered to capture the slaves, killing one slave in the attack. Two others died trying to escape
and the posse deported two others, likely to slavery in the Caribbean. Importing or exporting slaves becomes a
federal crime, effective January 1, ; in it is made the crime of piracy. The trade had been about 14, a year;
illegal smuggling begins and brings in about 1, new foreign-born slaves per year. If there ever should be
disunion, he prophesies, the line would be drawn between the states that did and those that did not hold slaves.
Three-quarters of all blacks in Delaware are free. The convention report says that New England had a "duty"
to assert its authority over unconstitutional infringements on its sovereignty, a position similar to the later
nullification theory put forward by South Carolina. The state constitution freed all the slaves there. Three
years of debate ensues. Representative James Tallmadge, Jr. The proposal also would free all children of slave
parents in Missouri when they reached the age of twenty-five. The measure passes in the House of
Representatives but is defeated in the Senate. Cobb of Georgia threatens disunion if Tallmadge persists in
attempting to have his amendment enacted. Many Southerners argued against exclusion of slavery from such a
large area of the country. The plan is discovered and Vesey and thirty-four of his presumed followers are
seized and hanged. It also is called the "Tariff of Abominations" by its opponents in the cotton South. The
doctrine would reserve to a state the right to nullify an act of Congress that injures perceived reserved state
rights as unconstitutional. Constitution, called the doctrine a "preposterous and anarchical pretension. In , Vice
President John C. Calhoun admits he was the author of the previously unsigned South Carolina committee
report. He calls on slaves to revolt and destroy slavery. Mann , the Supreme Court of North Carolina ruled that
slaveowners had absolute authority over their slaves and could not be found guilty of committing violence
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against them. Daniel Webster delivers a speech entitled Reply to Hayne. Webster condemns the proposition
expressed by Senator Robert Y. Hayne of South Carolina that Americans must choose between liberty and
union. About this time, abolitionism takes a radical and religious turn. Many abolitionists begin to demand
immediate emancipation of slaves. At least 58 white persons are killed. Whites in turn kill about blacks in the
area during the search for Turner and his companions and in retaliation for their actions. Turner hides but is
captured several months later. Turner and 12 followers are executed. They prepare for further uprisings.
Calhoun says that the Constitution only raised the federal government to the level of the state, not above it. He
argues that nullification is not secession and did not require secession to be put into effect. Dew writes Review
of the Debate in the Virginia Legislature of and , a strong defense of slavery and attack on colonization in
Africa by freed slaves. The South Carolina legislature acts to enforce the ordinance. Jackson also urges
Congress to modify the tariff, which they soon do. Under the Force Bill , which is also enacted, the President
could use the army and navy to enforce federal laws. The movement soon splits into five factions [84] that do
not always agree but which continue to advocate abolition in their own ways. Wendell Phillips and Charles
Sumner are persuaded to become abolitionists. Lane had been founded by abolitionist evangelist and writer
Theodore Dwight Weld with financial help from abolitionist merchants and philanthropists Arthur Tappan and
Lewis Tappan. House of Representatives passes the Pinckney Resolutions on May 26, The first two
resolutions state that Congress has no constitutional authority to interfere with slavery in the states and that it
"ought not" to do so in the District of Columbia. The third resolution, from the outset known as the "gag rule",
says: He argues that the Slave Power , as a political interest, threatened constitutional rights. In , Angelina
publishes An Appeal to the Christian Women of the South, inviting them to overthrow slavery, which she
declares is a horrible system of oppression and cruelty. Lovejoy , whose paper angered Southerners and Irish
Catholics. Graves kills Maine Congressman Jonathan Cilley in a duel. Birney of Kentucky for President. The
British give asylum to slaves but not the 19 ringleaders accused of murder. Pennsylvania , the U. Supreme
Court declares the Pennsylvania personal liberty law unconstitutional as in conflict with federal fugitive slave
law. The Court holds that enforcement of the fugitive slave law is the responsibility of the federal government.
The book details his life as a slave. Representative and Governor of South Carolina, and future U. Whigs
defeat an annexation treaty but Congress annexes Texas to the United States as a slave state by a majority vote
of both Houses of Congress on a joint resolution without ratification of a treaty by a two-thirds vote in the U.
Republicans and Pennsylvania Democrats attack the low level of the tariff rates. DeBow warns against
depending on the North economically. The administration of President James K. Polk had deployed the Army
to disputed Texas territory and Mexican forces attacked it. Antislavery critics charge the war is a pretext for
gaining more slave territory. Army quickly captures New Mexico. House of Representatives pass the Wilmot
Proviso which would prevent slavery in territory captured from Mexico. Southern Senators block passage of
the proviso into law in the U. The Wilmot Proviso never becomes law but it does substantially increase
friction between the North and South. Congress also rejects a proposal to extend the Missouri Compromise
line to the west coast and other compromise proposals. Calhoun asserts that slavery is legal in all of the
territories, foreshadowing the U. This theory of popular sovereignty would be further endorsed and advocated
by Democratic Senator Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois in the mids. Senate rejects attempts to attach the
Wilmot Proviso during the ratification vote on the treaty. The party names former President Martin Van Buren
as its presidential candidate and demands enactment of the Wilmot Proviso. The party argues that rich planters
will squeeze out small white farmers and buy their land. Taylor expresses no view on slavery in the Southwest
during campaign. After the election, he reveals a plan to admit California and New Mexico to the Union as
free states covering entire Southwest and to exclude slavery from any territories. Taylor warns the South that
he will meet rebellion with force. His moderate views on the expansion of slavery and the acceptability of the
Wilmot Proviso angered his unsuspecting Southern supporters but did not fully satisfy Northerners who
wanted to limit or abolish slavery.
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6: Home | The Civil War | PBS
The Civil War was fought in 10, places. 2% of the general population died in the war and it changed forever the lives of
all who lived through it. Clip from Episode 1.

Visit Website Did you know? At Chancellorsville, Jackson was shot by one of his own men, who mistook him
for Union cavalry. His arm was amputated, and he died from pneumonia eight days later. In , the U. Congress
passed the Kansas- Nebraska Act, which essentially opened all new territories to slavery by asserting the rule
of popular sovereignty over congressional edict. On April 12, after Lincoln ordered a fleet to resupply Sumter,
Confederate artillery fired the first shots of the Civil War. Border slave states like Missouri , Kentucky and
Maryland did not secede, but there was much Confederate sympathy among their citizens. Though on the
surface the Civil War may have seemed a lopsided conflict, with the 23 states of the Union enjoying an
enormous advantage in population, manufacturing including arms production and railroad construction, the
Confederates had a strong military tradition, along with some of the best soldiers and commanders in the
nation. They also had a cause they believed in: McClellanâ€”who replaced the aging General Winfield Scott
as supreme commander of the Union Army after the first months of the warâ€”was beloved by his troops, but
his reluctance to advance frustrated Lincoln. The combined forces of Robert E. Lincoln refused, and instead
withdrew the Army of the Potomac to Washington. Halleck, though he remained in command of the Army of
the Potomac. On the heels of his victory at Manassas, Lee began the first Confederate invasion of the North.
Despite contradictory orders from Lincoln and Halleck, McClellan was able to reorganize his army and strike
at Lee on September 14 in Maryland, driving the Confederates back to a defensive position along Antietam
Creek, near Sharpsburg. Total casualties at Antietam numbered 12, of some 69, troops on the Union side, and
13, of around 52, for the Confederates. The Union victory at Antietam would prove decisive, as it halted the
Confederate advance in Maryland and forced Lee to retreat into Virginia. After the Emancipation
Proclamation Lincoln had used the occasion of the Union victory at Antietam to issue a preliminary
Emancipation Proclamation , which freed all slaves in the rebellious states after January 1, He justified his
decision as a wartime measure, and did not go so far as to free the slaves in the border states loyal to the
Union. Still, the Emancipation Proclamation deprived the Confederacy of the bulk of its labor forces and put
international public opinion strongly on the Union side. Some , black soldiers would join the Union Army by
the time the war ended in , and 38, lost their lives. The Confederates gained a costly victory in the battle that
followed, suffering 13, casualties around 22 percent of their troops ; the Union lost 17, men 15 percent. Over
three days of fierce fighting, the Confederates were unable to push through the Union center, and suffered
casualties of close to 60 percent. Also in July , Union forces under Ulysses S. Grant took Vicksburg
Mississippi , a victory that would prove to be the turning point of the war in the western theater. Despite heavy
Union casualties in the Battle of the Wilderness and at Spotsylvania both May , at Cold Harbor early June and
the key rail center of Petersburg June , Grant pursued a strategy of attrition, putting Petersburg under siege for
the next nine months. For most of the next week, Grant and Meade pursued the Confederates along the
Appomattox River, finally exhausting their possibilities for escape. On the eve of victory, the Union lost its
great leader:
7: American Civil War: Causes and Dates | www.enganchecubano.com - HISTORY
During the Civil War-- and these are unbelievable numbers-- 18% of white males in the South died. 18%, almost one out
of every five white males in the South, died during the Civil War. And for the North, it was slightly better. It was 6%. But
still, a huge percentage of the men in the United States died fighting the Civil War.

8: Civil War to Civil Rights - The Civil War (U.S. National Park Service)
The American Civil War (also known by other names) was a war fought in the United States (U.S.) from to [c] The Civil
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War is the most studied and written about episode in U.S. history. [15].

9: US History Overview 1: Jamestown to the Civil War (video) | Khan Academy
The Civil War on the West Shore passed through the valley, occupied communities, Pennsylvania Civil War Trails
Marker 1 4 3 5 6 7 8.
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